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Vista Announces the first Commercial Release of a 

Complete Nanowire FET-Based Biosensor…..the 

NanoBioSensorTM System. 

 

                                                                   Detection and measurement of a wide variety of molecules by 

semi-conducting nanowire Field Effect Transistors (NW-FET’s) has been reported in hundreds of journal 

articles since Charles Lieber first published his seminal work in 20011 (see Appendix 3 for the references 

named below as well as for a large, but hardly exhaustive, list of molecules that have been measured in 

biofluids by nanowire-based nanobiosensing devices).   Not only have a multiple protein biomarkers 

been quantitatively monitored by nanowire-based sensing, but so have numerous specific DNA 

sequences, enzymes, telomeres, drugs and toxins  been measured with high sensitivity and specificity.  

The same core NW-FET technology has also been used to monitor inter-neuron communication, T-cell 

activation and trans-membrane transport of ions via ion channels.  The interest in NW-FET bio-sensing 

has been driven by the significant advantages it holds over all other methods of biomolecule detection, 

including the most widely used method, ELISA assays.  A partial list of the advantages of N-FET-based 

biosensing over ELISA assays includes: a) no labeling is needed; b) the sensitivity is usually higher and 

sometimes as high as four logs higher than ELISA’s; c) the linear range for NW-FET’s  is typically four logs 

while ELISA’s are limited to two logs; d) results are obtained in seconds versus hours; e) because of its 

broad linear range, FET’s have much greater 

multiplexing ability than ELISA assays; f) for 

measurement of proteins in blood samples, 

NW-FET’s require only a few hundred 

microliters whereas ELISA assays usually start 

with a minimum of 5 milliliters of whole blood; 

g) from NW-FET’s the sample is recoverable 

unchanged for additional use whereas samples 

in ELISA assays are not amenable to further 

analysis;  h) NW-FET’s can measure a much 

wider array of biomolecules than can ELISA’s 

which require the target molecule to be 

antigenic…. which precludes the use of ELISA’s  

for easy detection of DNA, mRNA, miRNA, many 

small molecules and most drugs; and i) NW-FET’s 

will allow measurement of different classes of 

compounds in a single reaction.  In addition, it is easy to obtain kinetic and thermodynamic information 

from NW-FET assays with little additional effort.  Furthermore, NW-FET biosensing will soon be used for 

continuous, real-time monitoring of blood biomarker levels.  Lastly, with the introduction of Vista’s 

NanoBioSensorTM System, the cost per data point is lower than ELISA assays. Figure 1 shows a 

Figure 1.  This graph compares ELISA versus NW-FET based 

detection of PSA. Data are from references 2 and 3. 
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comparison of a typical commercially available ELISA kit for PSA measurement versus NW-FET’s.  In 

Appendix 2 there is a short Overview that describes the underlying principles of NW-FET biosensing. 

Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM System makes the use of NW-FET’s easy and 

affordable. 

In spite of the enormous benefits of NW-FET biosensing, only a relatively small number of laboratories 

have adopted this technology because of two related difficulties: The first is the wide range of expertise 

required to synthesize doped nanowires, to fabricate the requisite silicon wafers and to assemble and 

program complicated, expensive electronics components.  Most labs studying biomarkers have do not 

have nanofabrication and electronics expertise.  The second difficulty is that most labs working on 

biomarkers do not have access to well-equipped nano-fabrication and clean room facilities nor do they 

have the expensive and sophisticated E-beam, AFM, FIB, SEM, mask-writers, circuit analyzers, wire-

bonders and a myriad of similar clean-room equipment.   It is not surprising that nanotechnology has 

had a limited impact on biology to date.  Vista’s mission is to help life scientists take advantage of the 

powerful new tools from nanotechnology for biosensing.  When nanotechnology and molecular biology 

are integrated, as thought-leaders like Charles Lieber, Mark Reed, Guen-Feng Zhang1-5 and others have 

shown, the results provide powerful new ways to measure biomarkers as well as to explore and exploit 

interactions between cells, organisms and their environment.  When equipped with the tools of 

nanotechnology such as those now offered by Vista, life-scientists will rapidly advance our 

understanding of life’s molecular mechanisms in utterly profound ways.  In the area of biomarker 

development alone there are thousands of investigators who could benefit enormously by having access 

to inexpensive and easy-to-use nanotechnology-based biosensors (‘NanoBioSensorsTM’).  Vista has spent 

five years developing the world’s first integrated NanoBioSensorTM System, and related products which 

are designed specifically to empower biomedical investigators with advanced, but inexpensive and easy-

to-use nanowire-based biomarker detection technology.  Working in close collaboration with Charles 

Lieber at Harvard as well as with leading nanotechnology experts at institutions including CINT (Center 

for Integrated Nanotechnology), Sandia National Lab, Los Alamos National Lab, Cornell, NanoSys Inc., 

Custom Nanotech and others, Vista now offers the first NanoBioSensorTM System which will allow 

virtually any lab to utilize the power of nanowire field effect transistor -based biosensing.  This 

Introductory Offer is being made to you specifically because of your publications on biomarkers and/or 

nanotechnology related to biomarkers.  The following section describes Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM 

System, the fundamentals of nanowire-based sensing and how you can incorporate this powerful new 

technology into your lab. 

Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM System includes the following components. 
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NanoBioSensorTM Instrument:   

The NanoBioSensorTM (‘NBS’) instrument has been engineered to incorporate and integrate all of the 
electronic components required heretofore for 
nanowire FET-based biosensing.   Vista’s NBS 
unit, shown in Figure 2, incorporates into a single 
instrument all of the sophisticated electronics 
elements described in detail in Lieber’s Nature 
Protocols2 paper including a function generator, 
multifunction I/O and NI-DAQ units,   pre-
amplifier, op-amps and signal filters shown in  
Figure 3A below.  Vista’s NBS unit has all of the 
functionality of these components in a desktop 
unit about the same size as a typical DVD player, 
which at 3 pounds is highly portable (Vista also 
offers a DC conversion kit which allows the 
system to run off of 12 volt batteries for true 
portability).  Vista’s NBS unit is driven by software 
which can be run on any Windows operating 
system.   Vista’s NBS software provides instructions on the use of the NBS unit and allows the end-user 
to monitor up to 16 distinct nanowire channels simultaneously and provide real-time read-out. The end-
user can view the results in all 16 channels collectively or individually in real-time in units of 
conductance (in Siemens, S) or potential (Volts) with adjustable scaling in both log and linear form.  
Figure 3C below shows a screen capture view of results being generated during a typical dose-response 
experiment. The software automatically saves the data in a format that is easily recognized by Excel, 

Mat-lab and other data analysis software.  Another powerful feature of Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM 
System is Vista’s  NanoCardsTM , which are small, disposable (or recyclable) PCB ‘cards’ that carry the 
chips where individual nanowire circuits are integrated. Figures 2 and 3B each show a NanoCardTM 
plugged into their docking ports on each NBS unit.   Together, the NanoBioSensorTM, NanoCardsTM and 
NBS Software comprise a complete NanoBioSensorTM System and they are all that is needed for the 
end-user to monitor biomarkers and other biomolecules using nanowire FET-based biosensing rather 
than by more cumbersome, slow and expensive tools.  The specific functions of the NBS instrument and 
NanoCardsTM are detailed below. 

Figures.  3A) Electrical components required for NW biosensing.  3B) Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM and NanoCardTM, which integrates all of 

those components into a single unit. 3C) Screen capture image from Vista’s software while the NanoBioSensorTM is collecting data. 

Figure 2.  Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM Instrument with NanoCardTM inserted. 
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In the core NBS unit and in accordance with Lieber’s Nature Protocols4 paper wherein he describes 
nanobiosensing in detail, we have incorporated a function generator that sends a 79 Hz DC sine wave 
through each nanowire which serves to expedite capture – target molecule docking.  Other investigators 
in Lieber’s lab and elsewhere have shown that varying the DC signal frequency can increase the rate and 
level of detection for many proteins6.  Thus Vista has engineered and offers as an option even more 
advanced NBS units that allow the user to adjust the DC sine-wave frequency from 0-150 Hz and from 0 
– 1000 Hz.  In addition to the DC signal, a small AC potential of 30 mV signal is generated for each NW-
FET-gated circuit and the circuit output is measured and displayed every 100 milliseconds In order to 
facilitate inter-device normalization, Vista has also incorporated a ‘back-gate’ channel into our silicon 
chips and a specific function generator in the NBS unit itself that together allows the end-user to 
conduct a voltage ‘sweep’ wherein a known potential is applied to each nanowire-gated circuit. This 
‘sweep’ function provides a very powerful tool for normalizing the results from different nanowires on 
the same chip or on different chips.  The ‘sweep’ generates a positive potential that increases at a rate 
of 10 mV sec-1 until it peaks at +100 mV where it reverses course and the applied potential drops to -100 
mV and then finally returns to zero applied potential.  Vista has written an Excel routine which be easily 
applied to data sets from different nanowires. This ‘Sweep’ option also allows the end-user to monitor 
the device quality over time and to even continue to use a somewhat degraded device over time. The 
sweep function can be applied at any time, including when target molecules are bound; the change in 
sweep results can be used to calculate the field generated by the target under different conditions, 
which provides a wealth of information about the target molecule state, such as its phosphorylation or 
dimerization.  Other inter-wire normalization processes can also be used4,5.   In all NBS units the data are 
saved in an Excel format for more detailed analysis and Vista provides a number of useful routines for 
data analysis in Excel.   
 

Ready-to-use NanoCardsTM with Nanowire-Gated Circuits:  

In order to make NW-FET biosensing as easy as possible for the end-user, Vista also provides ready-to-
functionalize NanoCardsTM which contain multiple semiconducting nanowires on protected silicon chips.     
P (for ‘Positive’)-type nanowires, show an increase in conductance when negatively charged molecules 
are brought in close contact to the nanowire surface and a decrease in conductance when positively 
charged molecules bind.   N (‘Negative’)-type nanowires show the opposite response. For example, in 
Figure 7 on page 13 of this paper shows that increasing concentrations of prostate specific antigen 
(PSA), which is negatively charged at physiological pH, cause an increase in the transconductance 
through P-type nanowires.  Figure 4A shows a diced four-inch wafer that carries multiple chips used in 
NW-based biosensing.  After placement and annealing of nanowires to all of the chips on a wafer, the 
wafer is diced, and each chip is analyzed before being placed onto a PCB card (‘NanoCardTM’) using 
conductive carbon tape.  Good circuits are connected to the supporting PCB board by wire bonding. 
After wire-bonding, a translucent rubberized PDMS ‘plug’ is affixed to the chip surface.  The PDMS plug 
creates a channel directly over the nanowires and reactants/samples are drawn through the channel via 

Fig.4A  Wafer containing numerous chips.         Fig. 4B.  ‘NanoCardTM’ with chip and PDMS.          Fig. 4C. Completed NanoCardTM 
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input and outlet tubing.   The chip, nanowires, wire-bonds and PDMS channel is protected by a hard 
plastic cover.  The NanoCardTM is easily connected to the NanoBioSensorTM by a row of pins which 
simply plug into a receiver port.  As the NanoCardTM can only be inserted in one orientation, correct 
connection of each nanowire circuit to its receiver is assured.  Figure 4A shows a wafer of chips 
containing nanowire-gated circuits. Figure 4B shows a chip affixed to a PCB board and a PDMS channel 
plug.  Figure 4C shows a completed NanoCardTM with its protective cover.     After final testing, the 
channel encasing the nanowires is purged with nitrogen gas and the tubing is sealed. The finished 
NanoCardTM is then placed into an air-tight pouch which is purged and filled with nitrogen gas to prevent 
oxidation.  
 
Vista carries a stock of NanoCardsTM that contain P-type or N-type silicon nanowires.    Vista can also 
make NanoCardsTM containing both P- and N-Type nanowires on the same chip.  Vista will work with 
customers who wish to have other types of nanowires incorporated into Vista’s NanoCardTM 
configuration. The single-channel NanoCardTM is designed to be easy to use for those who have had no 
previous experience with nano-fabrication techniques.  It is also designed to allow the end-user to 

functionalize nanowire FET’s with one capture molecule (or a mixture of 
capture molecules). These NanoCardsTM are thus useful for measuring a 
single target molecule (or a combination of target molecules but without 
distinction). In addition to single-channel NanoCardsTM  that carry P-type,  
N-type or P- and N-type nanowires, Vista also offers alternative 
NanoCardsTM that permit the user to differentially functionalize subsets 
of nanowires and thus monitor multiple biomarkers simultaneously. 
Figure 5 shows a multi-marker or ‘multiplex’ NanoCardTM designed to 
permit functionalization with up to eight separate capture molecules and 
quantification of up to eight target molecules.  These multiplex 
NanoCardsTM require more manipulation and Vista recommends that the 

first-time user begin with single channel NanoCardsTM before attempting to use multiplex NanoCardsTM.  
It is also advisable to determine how well the user’s choice of capture molecules works before 
employing multiplex NanoCardsTM.   
 

Functionalization and Functionalization Kits.   

For many antibodies, Vista’s NanoCardsTM can be used many times over a period of weeks and even 
months before there is any degradation in signal strength. Through extensive experimentation however, 
we have discovered that different antibodies have different shelf-lives once they have been attached to 
nanowires.  For that reason, Vista does not stock pre-functionalized NanoCardsTM.    Functionalization is 
easy and Vista sends instructions with each NanoCardTM.  To functionalize nanowires, the end-user 
attaches one tube from the PDMS channel to a syringe pump and the other tube end into a series of 
reagents, one of which is obviously the capture molecule itself.  Vista recommends that the user runs 
her planned experiments shortly after functionalizing, especially with antibodies with which we have not 
had previous experience.  The materials required for functionalization are readily available from many 
suppliers, but Vista offers a Funtionalization kit with all of the materials required for 2 or 20 
Functionalization reactions.  The Functionalization Kits do not include capture or target molecules. As an 
added convenience, Vista’s sister company Continuum NanoBio Inc. will functionalize NanoCardsTM for 
end-users on a fee-for-service basis.  Contact Vista for information regarding custom functionalization. 

 

Figure 5.  NanoCardTM for 

multiplex functionalization. 
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Sample Preparation Kits.   

In order to make NanoBioSensing as easy as possible, Vista also provides blood sample preparation kits 

which provide NBS-compatible samples in less than five minutes using only 200 µl of whole blood.   As 

described in Appendix 2, for a given capture-target molecule pair and at a constant pH and DEP 

frequency, the signal:noise ratio in nanowire FET-based measurement is directly related to the ion 

concentration in the sample solution. Mammalian blood serum has an ion concentration around 200 

mM, which is too high for use with antibodies as the capture molecule.  In order to utilize FET-based 

biosensing on blood, it is necessary to remove all cells and platelets and to reduce the ion concentration.  

Vista sells a kit that allows the end-user to collect 200 µl of whole blood by finger stick or ear-nick and 

rapidly prepare a cell-free, low salt solution of all serum proteins for use with the NanoBioSensorTM  

System.  The kit contains cell removal and desalting spin-tubes as well as capillary tubes for sample 

collection. The kit also contains three different suspension buffers for capture-target pairs that are 

unstable in low-salt.  It takes about five minutes from the time of finger stick (or ear or tail nick) to 

prepare samples ready for use with an NBS instrument and  NanoCardTM.  The user must provide a 

finger lancet (available in any pharmacy).  

 

NanoCardsTM  without Nanowires. 

For customers who wish to take advantage of Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM  instrument,  software and  

NanoCardsTM but who wish to use their own nanowires or nanotubes, Vista also sells nanowire-free 

NanoCardsTM and NanoChipsTM which contain large numbers of source-drain electrode pairs but which 

lack nanowires.  Vista sells nanowire-free NanoCardsTM in two configurations.  One NanoCardTM  has 40 

source-drain electrode pairs arranged in two rows of 20 each. The second  NanoCardTM  option has 180 

source-drain pairs arranged in 10 rows of 18 each.  While it is not a trivial task to place and ohmically 

connect nanowires to source-drain electrodes, for investigators who have experience making their own 

nanowires and who have access to a well-equipped nano-fabrication facility, this task would not be 

difficult.  Vista and its sister companies, Continuum NanoBio Inc,  and Custom NanoTech., Inc. can assist 

the user who wishes to incorporate their own nanowires into Vista’s NBS System.(see Contact page in 

final Appendix for links to these companies.)    

Special Introductory Pricing and Terms for First 50 NBS Units.   

If you have received this announcement, it is because of your published work in nanotechnology 

associated with biosensing or work with biomarkers.   We are thus offering the first fifty 

NanoBioSensorTM Instruments at an extraordinary discount with the expectation that early customers 

will share with us part of their results, including which particular antibodies or capture molecules 

worked well and what salt concentration and pH conditions gave best results. This will allow others to 

use components that give good results. As noted below, Vista will offer free products to those who 

share sufficient information.  Vista will also offer credits and steep discounts in exchange for useful 

techniques or Excel-based algorithms that assist in data interpretation.   In Appendix 5 we also list 
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specific research and development projects where Vista is seeking one or more collaborators.  If you are 

willing to collaborate in these areas and perhaps co-publish findings, Vista can offer even deeper 

discounts (to be discussed on a case-by-case basis). Finally, while we have attempted to identify most of 

the investigators who would likely be interested in this Introductory Offer, Vista requests that you 

forward this announcement to colleagues who might share your interests. Vista is offering these early 

products specifically to qualified investigators at these extremely low prices in order to more rapidly 

expand the number of specific capture molecules that are compatible with NBS sensing.  Subsequent 

products may be priced higher.  The list below shows the Introductory Prices are available to the first 50 

buyers of NanoBioSensorTM Instruments.  All prices are in US dollars. 

 

Base NanoBioSensorTM Instrument and software   $22,500.00  

Advanced NanoBioSensorTM with adjustable DC signal 0-150 Hz  $27,500.00  

Advanced NanoBioSensorTM with adjustable DC signal 0-1000 Hz  $32,500.00  

Single Channel NanoCardTM (with at least four good P devices)  $400.00 

Single Channel NanoCardTM  (with at least eight good P devices)  $500.00 

Single Channel NanoCardTM (with at least four good N devices)  $500.00 

Single Channel NanoCardTM  (with at least eight good N devices)  $575.00 

Single Channel NanoCardTM  (with both P- and N-type devices)  $675.00 

Multi-Channel NanoCardTM        $700.00 

High quality 100X running buffer.     $50 per liter. 

Functionalization kit for proteins*.     $400.00 

Functionalization kit for nucleic acids*     $375.00 

Modification of instruments for use in non-US power sources.  $400.00 

Virgin chips without nanowires      $175.00 

Notes: 

All prices above are in US dollars.  * Functionalization kits do not include antibodies or oligonucleotides, 

nor do they include target molecules.  Prices do not include shipping or any applicable state, local or 

federal taxes.  Vista’s current units are designed for 110 V, 60 Hz power sources. Add $400.00 to the 

price for units that are compatible with European and most Asian power configurations. Prices above 

refer to orders of less than ten P-type and N-type Si nanowires only.  Please call for a quote for bulk 
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quantities or the synthesis and/or incorporation of ZnO, GaN, SnO2, In2O3, InAs, polyanaline or other 

types of nanowires into our NanoCardsTM.  Also call for pricing on the design and fabrication of new 

chips or for incorporation of additional capabilities in the NanoBioSensorTM unit (such as chip 

temperature control for certain thermodynamic studies; inclusion of a UV and/or Visual range 

spectrophotometer for additional normalization of total protein; alternative PCB board design for 

simultaneous measurement from multiple chips; development of a battery operated unit for field 

applications, etc.)  Vista has designed, but not developed a smaller, portable, battery operated field unit.  

Please call if you are interested in any of these alternatives.  

 

Ordering, Payment and Delivery. 

We require an up-front deposit of 50% of the total order. Standard items will be shipped within 30 days 

of receipt of a deposit.  The remainder is due just prior to shipping.  Large orders of multiple 

NanoBioSensorsTM may take slightly longer.  As a condition of sale, users must agree to the following 

terms: a) users will not attempt to reverse-engineer any of the components of the NanoBioSensorsTM  

System; b) users will not resell any of the components of the NanoBioSensorsTM  System without Vista’s 

prior written approval; c) will not sell services to third parties that involve running Vista’s products on a 

fee-for-service basis without prior written authorization from Vista;  d) users acknowledge and agree 

that Vista’s NanoBioSensorsTM  System is intended for research purposes only and is not approved for 

patient diagnosis,  e) users will make reasonable efforts to return used NanoCardsTM to Vista in good 

condition for recycling (and for a $25.00 credit against future purchases); and f) users will not give 

Vista’s NanoCardsTM  to others who are not users themselves.  Note: Vista’s sells its products to users 

who also purchase, or who have previously purchased, a  NanoBioSensorTM instrument.   Vista provides 

a six month replacement warranty for defective NBS instruments. Dissatisfied customers will receive a 

100% refund for NanoBioSensorTM instrument returns made within 60 days of receipt (less shipping and 

handling).  Vista will replace defective NanoCardsTM if the defect is with the nanowire devices 

themselves.  Vista will offer a $100.00 credit against new purchases if a user submits data clearly 

showing that a sodium azide-free IgG mAB from a reputable company does not detect purified, sodium 

azide-free proteins that are calculated to have at least 15 formal charges at the physiological pH in 

buffer purchased from Vista (it is in Vista’s interest and the interest of all NBS users to know which 

antibody: antigen pairs are not amenable to detection by Vista’s NBS System).  To be eligible for that 

credit, the user must return the NanoCardTM as well as aliquots of the samples tested by the user.   

To Order  NanoBioSensorsTM  System Products…. please fill out the attached Order Form 

below in Appendix 1 and e-mail it in PDF or Word format to ‘info@vistatherapeutics.com’  or fax it to 

Vista at 505-820-2772. These coordinates are on the Order Form as well.  Vista will send you a 

confirmation number and form that confirms our receipt of your order as well as the expected date of 

shipment. You can also order Vista products through Vista’s website at (www.vistatherapeutics.org).  

Vista offers a credit of $25.00 credit for returned of used NanoCardsTM in good condition.   Vista makes 

nanowires and chips on monthly basis.  In order to ensure prompt delivery, please submit NanoCardsTM  
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Order Forms as quickly as possible.  Orders received before July 30th will be shipped on or before August 

30th. 

 

NBS-DataClub Database Membership Benefits and Participation. 

As noted above, a substantial reason for the substantial discount in the Introductory Offer is Vista’s 

desire to expand the list of capture molecule – target molecule pairs that are demonstrably amenable to 

measurement by Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM System.  The mechanism that allows all NBS users to take 

advantage of other NBS users non-proprietary findings is through exclusive access to an on-line 

database.  To facilitate data sharing, upon purchase of a NanoBioSensorTM instrument you will be 

granted a free six month membership in Vista’s NBS-Data Club.    Customers who choose to participate 

in Vista’s NBS-Data Club will obtain substantial scientific and economic benefits including access to data 

generated by dozens of investigators as well as earning credits toward free NanoCardsTM and other 

products. Nanowire FET-based biosensing is in its infancy.  Vista’s provides the first (and only due to 

issued patents) commercially available, easy-to-use NW-FET biosensor.  As an ever-growing number of 

users determine the optimum conditions for measuring important biomarkers, other NBS –DataClubTM   

members could utilize that knowledge to ensure success in their own work without unnecessary 

duplication of effort.  It is important to note that we are not requesting proprietary data, nor do we wish 

to cause any problems with publication.  However, to the extent that each user can share data about the 

sources of antibodies, purified targets that worked, and the conditions used, that would be of enormous 

value to other users.  We anticipate that some users will share partial data sets prior to publication and 

later provide more complete data sets after publication.  The table below indicates the kinds of data 

Vista will seek to populate an ever-growing database.   In addition to free membership in the NBS –

DataClubTM   for six months (upon purchase of a NanoBioSensorTM instrument), you can also earn a free 

NanoCardTM  for every three core data sets you generate from a Vista NanoBioSensorTM  and 

NanoCardTM and submit to Vista’s database.  So long as you purchase at least six NanoCardsTM every six 

months, your membership will cost you nothing.     In addition to gaining free access to a rapidly-growing 

database of successful NBS-based experiments, the user will also gain free access to Vista’s ‘NBS 

Vignette’ articles.  These vignette articles contain new ideas, equations and algorithms about how to 

analyze and interpret NBS data.  They also provide software updates, Excel sub-routines and other 

valuable information that will allow the user to obtain the maximum value from this powerful new 

technology.  Free membership into the NBS –DataClubTM   is part of this Introductory Offer only.  Once 

the Introductory Offer has expired, there will be an additional cost to join the NBS –DataClubTM   . 
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Appendix 1. Order Form. 
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Appendix 2. Overview of Semi-Conducting Nanowires as Biosensors. 

The Limitations of Existing Biomarker Measurement Systems: 

New biomarkers are constantly being developed and validated for use as both pre-clinical and clinical  

indicators of drug efficacy and safety, as well as for a host of disease conditions.  Innumerable studies 

have demonstrated their utility as predictors of organ damage prior to the development of gross 

morphological changes.  As powerful as biomarkers are, the methods by which they are currently 

measured greatly limit their actual utility….this is especially true for blood protein biomarkers.  One 

major limitation of biomarker measurement from human patients derives from the fact that painful 

venipuncture requiring up to 20 mL of whole blood is both necessary, yet limited to only 2-3 times per 

day.  The need for such volumes also precludes the use of mice, and frequently rats, for many biomarker 

studies. In rare studies where rodents do supply enough blood sample volume for protein biomarkers 

studies, with rare exception one animal must be sacrificed for every dose and time-point, which 

increases the cost of animals, animal care, pathology studies, man-hours and candidate compound 

volumes.  At 100-200 µ per blood sample, one mouse or rat could provide sufficient samples for time-

course studies.  Not only are there significant cost savings as mentioned, but variability would decrease 

as well.  Another significant limitation of current quantitative biomarker measurement systems is the 

time required to obtain results, the fastest of which requires two-three hours.  In acute disorders/injury 

multiple informative biomarkers change dramatically and dynamically with changes measurable in 

minutes.   It is no mystery that investigators know much more about biomarkers of chronic diseases 

than they do about those for acute conditions…it has little to do with their scientific or medical 

relevance.  In fact, acute disorders and injury (traumatic injury, AMI, and sepsis) alone account for 47% 

of admissions to the ICU in the US.  Thus biomarker analysis for half of ICU admissions…as currently 

practiced… borders on futile.  The inability to frequently monitor biomarkers associated with dynamic 

processes – whether in the hospital or in the drug company vivarium – represents a huge gap in 

scientific understanding and patient care.  To make matters worse, current biomarker measurement 

regimes provide no information about the kinetics and thermodynamics of molecular interaction.  To 

continue the practice of sacrificing one animal per dose per time point when better, faster, cheaper and 

less sample-demanding tools are available is economically wasteful, scientifically sloppy and ethically 

questionable.  To forego easily available biomarker measurement for patients with acute disorders is 

equally unsatisfactory.  Every biomarker investigator knows that there is a wealth of information just 

waiting to be plumbed regarding dynamic responses.  What is desperately needed is a biomarker 

measurement system that requires only microliters of blood and only minutes to complete.    Vista 

Therapeutics is pleased to introduce its NanoBioSensorTM System….the solution 

for many of the challenges associated with currently biomarker measurement 

regimes.   
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Overview of Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM Technology:  

Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM  System overcomes virtually all of the limitations of ELISA-type assays through 

integration of nanotechnology, biotechnology and materials science. More specifically,  capture 

molecules such as antibodies, receptors, oligonucleotides,  aptamers and Somamers  are used to 

covalently coat the surface silicon 

nanowire Field Effect Transistors (FET’s) 

of 50 nM diameter or smaller. A field 

effect transistor serves as a gate in an 

electrical circuit.  There are two major 

types of FET’s, P-type and N-type (P for 

Positive and N for Negative).  In a P-type 

FET the FET acts as a resistor until it is 

exposed to an electric field.  When 

negatively charged molecules are brought 

near to the surface of P-FET’s, they change 

from resistors to conductors.  Their 

conductivity is directly proportional to the 

strength of the surrounding electric field.  For P-type FET’s, their poor conductivity becomes even worse 

if they are exposed to a positively charged electric field.  N-type FET’s display the opposite response.  N-

Type FET’s become better conductors when exposed to a positive electric field (produced by a 

surrounding layer of positively charged biomarkers…biomarkers with isoelectric points above pH of 8).  

Field effect transistors have been used for years.  However, it was only after Charles Lieber of Harvard 

created silicon nanowire FET’s of such small diameter did it become feasible to use them to detect the 

tiny electric fields created by a small number s of charged biomolecules.   We take advantage of the fact 

that the vast majority of protein biomarkers in 

the blood are soluble because they carry multiple 

formal charges physiological pH.  A typical 60 

kiloDalton protein with an isoelectric point of 5.3 

will carry between 4 and 25 formal negative 

charges at pH 7.5.  Because of the minute 

diameter of Vista’s nanowires, the electric field 

created by several such molecules, when bound 

to the nanowire, is enough to change the 

conductivity through that nanowire.  We also take 

advantage of the fact that a nanowire FET can control the conductance of circuits with 1,000,000 fold 

larger potential than the potential (field strength) needed to control their conductance.  In other words, 

an electric field of nV cm-2 created by charged biomolecules amplifies the circuit strength to hundreds of 

millivolts…a circuit voltage which is easily measured with standard electric instrumentation.   In order to 

use nanowire FET’s as biosensors, Vista uses them as ‘gates’ which control the conductance of highly 

amplified currents, as illustrated in Figure 6.  In order to provide specificity to the system we coat the 

Figure 7. A) NW can give linear response over 4 logs.  Figure 7B shows the 

speed in which binding reactions come to equilibrium. 

Figure 6. The current passing through a NW-FET-gated circuit is controlled 

by the number of charged biomarkers bound to its surface at any one 

moment. 
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nanowire FET with antibodies or other ‘capture molecules’ that sensitively and specifically bind to target 

biomarker ‘target’ proteins.   Since electric field strength is additive, the larger the number of charged 

target molecules that bind to the surface of the nanowire, the larger their combined field and the 

greater the current passing through the detection circuit.   It is very important to point out that a typical 

antibody (AB) – antigen (AG) complex with a binding constant of -10 M lasts for 7-10 seconds at room 

temperature.  That means that there is little effective build-up of signal.  Indeed, for most antibodies 

used, equilibrium is reached quite rapidly and the signal is directly proportional to the target molecule 

concentration at any moment.  This factor imparts a second remarkable advantage to Vista’s method of 

biomarker measurement….it permits continuous, real-time monitoring since the signal is directly 

proportional to the biomarker concentration at that moment.  Vista is currently optimizing a device that 

will continuously remove cells and lower ion concentration of blood.  This will permit continuous, real-

time monitoring of blood biomarker levels in patients and animals.  Furthermore, the signal is linear for 

up to four log changes in biomarker concentration (Figure 7A).  Because of additional features in the 

design of Vista’s  NanoBioSensorTM ,  the binding comes to equilibrium in seconds (Figure 7B).   

 

Additional Advantages of Nanowire FET-Based Biomarker Measurement:  

There are several additional advantages of Vista’s nanowire-FET based bio-sensing compared to other 

biomarker detection systems.  Besides the ability to multiplex measure multiple protein biomarkers on a 

continuous basis, Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM can also measure oligonucleotides, viral particles, ligands for 

many receptors and many small molecules. Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM  System will almost certainly 

permit different classes of molecules to be measured or continuously monitored in the same reaction 

(Vista is looking for the appropriate partner with whom to confirm this supposition). A further 

advantage of biomarker measurement using Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM System for a single snap-shot 

measurement of biomarker concentration is its speed.  For a single time point, as little as 50 μl of blood 

can be used.  Thus a finger stick, ear nick or tail nick provides more than enough sample volume and it 

only requires a trained technician a few minutes to collect such samples.  Since such samples must first 

be rid of cells and the salt concentration lowered, Vista has developed a sample collection kit that allows 

blood sample collection and preparation in about three minutes.  That means that one can 

quantitatively determine the level of one or more blood biomarkers within about five minutes from the 

time of finger prick or tail nick. Even the most dynamic of physiological responses become amenable to 

quantitative analysis using Vista’s regime.   Furthermore, since such low sample volumes are required, 

and since binding and release of biomarkers can be observed in real-time, it becomes realistic to 

perform pharmaco- and toxico-kinetic evaluation of a candidate compound using a single mouse (per 

dose).  Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM  technology could reduce the number of mice required for exploratory 

studies by 80% and up to 50% for regulatory studies. It can also greatly reduce the number of small 

animals needed per compound, and it allows time-course experiments to be conducted in mice (and 

other rodents). Studies usually restricted to larger animals could be conducted in rodents, saving the 

number of large animals, the number of rodents, the amount of time per analysis and the amount of 

compound synthesized.  Furthermore, kinetic and thermodynamic information is provided at no 
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additional cost and the quality of data is improved since more time-course experiments can be 

conducted in single rodents (versus one rodent per dose per time point required by existing assays).   

Inter-animal variability is greatly reduced using our regime.  The savings in animals, animal treatment 

time, lab personnel time, supplies, animal care, phylogenic lowering and drug candidate synthesis will 

vastly exceed the cost of the NanoBioSensorTM System itself.  

Figure 8A-E shows increasing magnification starting from an un-maginfied image of a completed 

NanoCardTM down to a 10,000 X SEM image of single source-drain electrode pair that has been 

connected by a single nanowire.  If the user has access to appropriate equipment such as a wire-bonder, 

they can purchase nanowire-free NanoChipsTM from Vista and attach nanowires of their own 

composition. Vista’s experts and those of its sister companies Continuum NanoBio, Inc. and Custom 

Nanotech, Inc.  can assist such users under a variety of mutually beneficial conditions. Links to 

Continuum NanoBio, Inc.and Custom NanoTech, Inc. are provided in the FAQ (Frequently Asked 

Questions appendix).  In addition, Continuum NanoBio, Inc. can also assist in the fabrication of several 

types of semi-conducting nanowires.  For those end-users who wish to work with their own nanowires 

or naotubes, there is an obvious advantage of using Vista’s virgin NanoChipsTM in  that they are already  

compatible with Vista’s NanoCardsTM and NanoBioSensorTM.    Continuum NanoBio, Inc.  and Custom 

NanoTech, Inc.  can design and fabricate custom chips and nanowires which are compatible with our 

Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM instruments. 

 

 

Nanowire Functionalization and Target Measurement with Vista’s 

NanoBioSensorTM System.   

A wide variety of antibodies (as well as other capture molecules) have been successfully attached to 

nanowire surfaces and used to specifically detect cognate antigens (see Appendix 3).  Figure 9 shows the 

set-up of NanoCardTM functionalization.  The end-user uses a syringe pump to pull a small number of 

reactants over the nanowires at specific rates and for specific times.  It generally takes one day to 

functionalize a NanoCard.  By connecting multiple NanoCardsTM end-to-end, it is easy to functionalize 

several in the same required to functionalize one.   In most circumstances where antibodies are used as 

Figure 8. A) Complete NanoCardTM; B) NanoChipTM;  C) Region of  NanoChipTM containing ten rows of 18 source-drain electrodes each; D) 

enhanced image of rows of source-drain electrodes; and E) single source-drain electrode pair with circuit-controlling nanowire. 
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the capture agent, they are attached to nanowire surfaces via primary amines (usually lysine residues on 

the antibody surface). A typical IgG antibody has a molecular weight of 156 kDa and thus an average of 

50 lysine residues.  It is thus probable that during any given attachment reaction, antibodies will be 

covalently linked to the nanowire surface by a variety of sites.  The net result is that there is a wide 

variety of shelf-lives between antibodies.  For that reason, 

Vista strongly urges that the end-user attach antibodies 

immediately prior to conducting nanowire-based biosensing. 

See the FAQ section for more detailed discussion of shelf-life 

and attachment issues. The attachment processes each use a 

limited number of common lab chemicals.  Vista recommends 

that both the attachment chemicals and the antibodies to be 

attached should be purchased just prior to the attachment 

process. 

  

  

Figure 9.  NanoBioSensorTM and NanoCardTM 

connected to a syringe pump. 
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Appendix 3:  Molecules/Cells Successfully Measured by NW-FET Biosensing. 
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Appendix 4. Frequently asked Questions. 

1. What factors influence sensitivity and specificity of target molecule binding? 

Several factors affect the sensitivity and specificity of NW FET-based biosensing.  pH and ionic strength 

of the solution both affect AB-AG interactions.  The distance between the target molecule surface and 

nanowire surface is also important…the shorter the distance, the stronger the signal. Additionally, the 

frequency employed in the DEP can also affect signal strength.   

2. What starting conditions should one choose? 

The starting conditions depend upon the IEP of the target molecule and the distance between the target 

and the NW surface. IgG monoclonal antibodies have a stokes radius of 8-10 nM.  fAB fragments have a 

radius of approximately half that measurement.  Aptamers and Somamers decrease the target-NW 

surface to approximately 2 nM.   Thus for the greatest signal strength one should use the smallest 

capture molecule available.    Since the majority of users will start with mAB’s as capture molecules, it is 

important to minimize salt concentration.  Vista suggests starting at 15 µM and slowly increasing the salt 

concentration as needed if that is too low to permit AB-AG binding or to maintain structural integrity of 

either.  Vista provides Running buffer at 15 mM at pH 8.4.  The user is advised to dilute running buffer to 

15 µM and increase salt concentration if needed. Regarding pH, Vista would suggest that the user start 

with a pH that does not interfere with Capture-Target interaction or the tertiary structure of either one.  

As noted, the stronger the electric field generated by the target molecule and the closer it is to the 

nanowire surface, the stronger the signal and the higher the signal:noise ratio.  Figure 10 shows how the 

pH affects the number of charges on two example molecules.  Both of these molecules have acidic Iso-

Electric Points (IEP).  For proteins with acidic IEP’s the 

higher the solution pH, the greater is the number of 

charges. It is therefore suggested that one use the pH 

farthest away from the IEP, but which does not 

compromise binding due to structural changes to the 

capture or target molecule.   If one purchases a 

NanoBioSensorTM instrument with adjustable DC sine 

wave frequency, at the above-determined optimum salt 

and pH conditions the user should vary the frequency 

through its entire range to identify the optimum 

frequency.  Once these ideal conditions have been 

identified, one should establish a dose-response curve to 

determine the lowest detectable level as well as the linear range.  It is critical in both the 

functionalization and the measurement that one use mAB’s and purified target solutions that are free of 

sodium azide.    Also, only antibodies that are free of albumin should be used during functionalization 

since albumen will compete with the antibody for attachment to the nanowire. 

3. What does one use as positive and negative controls for proper FET behavior? 

Figure 10. Relationship between pH and number of 

charges on two acidic proteins. 
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There are two controls for the nanowire continuing to function as a field effect transistor.  The first is by 

applying a known electric field. Vista’s NanoChipsTM and NanoBioSensorTM have a built in back-gate 

function that generates a voltage sweep, starting at 0 applied voltage then increasing at 10 mV sec-1 to 

100 mV, then decreasing at the same rate to -100 mV, then returning back to 0.  A good FET device will 

show a distinct peak and trough at the minimum and maximum applied voltage.  If there is no response 

to the applied voltage sweep in any of the several circuits identified by Vista for that chip, this could be 

caused by damage to the back-gate circuit on the chip. If some of the devices show the ‘S’-shaped 

response to the voltage sweep, then those are the circuits that should be monitored.  A second method 

for confirming that a circuit is FET-controlled is to increase and then decrease the pH by one unit.  For a 

P-type NW, a decrease in pH by one unit should cause an increase in conductance by about 30% of the 

change caused by applying back-gate potential of +100 mV. 

4. What are the controls for successful attachment of antibodies to the nanowire? 

Most techniques for attaching proteins (including mAB’s) to NW surfaces use primary amine groups 

from lysine on the antibody to bind to aldehyde groups on the nanowire.  The typical IgG antibody will 

have  25 - 50 lysine residues and the attachment of any one antibody to a NW surface may therefore 

occur at multiple locations on the antibody.  Most published reports using antibodies use mouse or 

rabbit IgG monoclonal antibodies (mAB’s).  As there are several surface lysine residues in the conserved 

region of the IgG antibody– which is not involved in epitope binding – at least a subset of bound 

antibodies in unlikely to interfere with antigen binding.  Given the wide variety of mAB’s that have 

successfully been used in NW FET-based biosensing, and given the large number of lysine residues in the 

conserved region it is likely most IgG mAB’s will work in this regime.     There are many steps to antibody 

binding to NW’s and therefore many places to make errors.  To confirm that one has run the attachment 

process correctly, it is suggested that the user employ an mAB-AG pair that has been used successfully in 

several labs, such as PSA and an Anti-PSA mAB from the same source that others have used.  It is also 

suggested that the user attempt to attach different clones of the antibody of interest at the same time, 

using the same reagents and conditions used to attach the positive control mAB (such as Anti-PSA IgG 

mAB).  Vista has found that different clones of antibodies against pro-inflammatory cytokines provide, 

perhaps not surprisingly, different levels of sensitivity and specificity.  If the PSA attachment and 

measurement work within acceptable ranges, it is likely that the previously untried mAB’s will also bind 

(and probably work).  If the PSA control works and the untried mAB does not, it is possible to silver stain 

the NW’s and view attached antibodies under a scanning electron microscope (Vista’s sister company, 

Continuum Inc. can attach antibodies and other molecules on a fee-for-service basis. Continuum can 

also silver stain and examine unsuccessful binding/measurement efforts  under an SEM to determine if 

binding was successful; 505-820-9280).  If the user cannot obtain satisfactory results from two distinct 

clonal mAB’s, there are alternative capture molecule strategies.  Contact Vista or Continuum to discuss. 

 

5. How long do functionalized NW function and how long can they be stored? 
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Un-functionalized NanoChipsTM integrated into NanoCardsTM  are shipped in nitrogen pouches. We have 

used them up to six months after fabrication.  For best results, however, we suggest that you use them 

within a few weeks of receipt.  There appears to be a great deal of variability in the ‘shelf-life’ of 

functionalized nanowires.  When stored in degassed buffer under nitrogen, Vista has used a single 

NanoCardTM for up to 30 days without a decrease in sensitivity.  With the functionalization instructions 

we provide along with each NanoCardTM, we send suggested storage conditions. As noted above, 

however, there appears to be great variability between mAB’s and Vista suggests the customer 

functionalize and use NanoCardsTM within days of receipt  for best results. 

 

6. Will Vista or its affiliates functionalize NanoCards or measure samples on a fee-for-service 

basis? 

Between Vista’s sister companies Continuum, Inc. and Custom Nanotech., we can design, engineer and 

fabricate customized nanotechnology products including photolithography masks, layered, metalized 

wafers and chips, doped nanowires, custom NanoCards and customized instrumentation.  We can also 

custom functionalize NanoCardsTM with polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies, fAB’s, aptamers, 

Somamers, PDNA’ receptors and enzymes.   Vista and its partners at Continuum NanoBio Inc, and 

Custom Nanotech also run NanoBioSensingTM assays on samples provided by customers as well as 

provide custom-designed chips, MEM’s and multiple solutions to fee-for service nanobiosensing 

questions. Contact Vista to get a price 

 

7. What other equipment will I need to run Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM System? 

You will need a syringe pump and a small volume syringe, preferably a Hamilton syringe.  The flow rate 

is 2-3 µl min-1.  It is also suggested that you filter all solutions that you make yourself.  You will also need: 

A pH meter, 20 and 200 µl pipettors, an analytical balance, refrigerator and  -4oC freezer are needed. 

Gloves and an anti-static wrist band are strongly recommended.  A desktop or laptop computer that 

runs any Windows operating system newer than 2000 is also needed. 

8. Is there a tutorial or instruction video? 

The  NanoBioSensorTM  System comes with detailed written instructions as well as a DVD with a menu of 

video’s that show you how to use every component. Vista will also post videos on its website and 

YouTube that show new techniques and results.  Check Vista’s website for frequent updates and links to 

other important sites. Users of Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM  System  will also be given a password that will 

let them into the shared data and Vignette sections of the website. 

 

9. How many samples can I run per NanoCardTM? 
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Unfortunately, that  will vary with the capture molecule, especially if it is an antibody or antibody 

fragment and its storage conditions.  However, by keeping the antibodies in sterile, low-salt buffer at 

200C,  Vista has run the same NanoCardTM over several weeks using dozens of samples before there was 

a measurable decrease in sensitivity. 

 

10. How do I benefit by sharing data and what kind of data would I be asked to share? 

Vista has created a database of antibodies and target molecules that people have used in NW-FET 

experiments.  And while it is not complete, we have also started a database that describes the ionic 

strength(s), pH(s) and frequencies that have given good results.  We would like to receive as much data 

as people are willing to share regarding sources of capture molecules, target molecules, response 

curves, pH-, salt concentration- and frequency ranges.  We will share this ever-growing data-base with 

all customers who submit their own data.  Within 30 days we will post this database on our web-site and 

eligible users will be given an access code.  There are two benefits for sharing data among users.  First, if 

the optimum measurement conditions have been determined for one antibody-target pair, others 

should not have to expend resources re-doing that same work.  Additionally, mAB’s from some clonal 

hybridoma lines will provide better results than others.  Vista will give a basic NanoCardTM to every 

NanoBioSystemTM user who submits a core data set for every mAB:AG  pair tested.  This can result in 

thousands of dollars worth of  credit against future puposes.  Contact us if you wish to propose 

alterative arrangements. 

 

Best regards, your future H 

NanoBioDetection partners. 

Vista Therapeutics,  Inc. 

3900 Paseo del Sol 

Santa Fe, NM 97507 

505-474-3143 

Info@vistatherapeutics.org 

Or call us at 505-474-3143. 

 

Thank you, 

Vista.  

mailto:Info@vistatherapeutics.org
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data.submitted by the user to Vista.  The minimum data that would be considered ‘complete’ for Vista’s 

database purposes is shown in Appendix 5.    
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Appendix 6. Areas of Special Interest to Vista where Strategic Collaborations are 

Sought. 

i) Development of sample preparation methods for CSF, urine, saliva, 
tears and condensed breath.  Biomarkers of drug efficacy, metabolism 
and toxicity have been found in all bodily fluids, including breath 
condensate.  Vista’s System works best when particulates have been 
removed and salt concentrations have been optimized.  For certain target 
proteins, the maximum charge (thus ‘detectability’) will occur at non-
physiological pH.  If multiple target biomarkers are to be measured, the pH 
will have to be optimized for that fluid and those markers. Vista would like 
to allow customers to use existing NanoCardsTM or create new 
NanoCardsTM to measure biomarkers in other bodily fluids or extracted 
from tissues such as breast and liver biopsy samples. If your organization 
can use the power of Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM System to measure 
biomarkers in fluids and tissues other than blood plasma, please contact 
us. 
 

ii) Continuous biomarker measurement of plasma proteins using 
intravenous line.  It would revolutionize drug development and patient 
treatment if relevant biomarkers could be monitored on a real-time, 
continuous basis in test animals and human subjects.  Vista’s technology 
has the very strong potential for reaching that goal. In order to continuously 
monitor blood biomarkers, it is first necessary to continuously discard cells 
and reduce salt concentrations. Given the small sample requirements, it 
would be possible to monitor blood plasma from larger test animals for up 
to 24 hours using approximately 25 ml of blood per 24 hours. Dilution, if 
feasible is combined with filtration and tube-within-a-tube dialysis to 
provide sensor-ready solution continuously. Vista is exploring continuous 
cell removal and salt reduction by a variety of other means, including 
acoustic separation, continuous filtration and ‘bump-post’ field techniques. 
Vista believes that with assistance from the right partners, it can have a 
working, continuous biomarker monitoring system working for animals 
within six months of project initiation. If your organization is working to 
develop drugs for highly dynamic biomarker changes (seizures, 
complement cascade, inflammation, sleep disorders, ischemia, myocardial 
infarct, stroke, etc.), or are developing protein or mAB-based drugs with 
rapid clearance, continuous, real-time monitoring would provide new 
insights of tremendous power.  For instance, continuous monitoring might 
allow transiently expressed disease components to become ‘drugable’.  
The complement cascade is composed of multiple proteins that are 
expressed sequentially. The cascade is required and cannot be shut down 
entirely.  Over-expression can lead to lethal consequences such as organ 
failure.  It becomes feasible to fine-tune the complement cascade with 
modulating drugs only if the status of the cascade can be monitored 
continuously and on a real-time basis.  Only Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM 
System has that capability. Our System could be used to optimize patient 
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treatment in a myriad of ways. Individuals vary dramatically in their 
tolerance to the toxic side effects of drugs due to genetics, age, gender, 
overall health, use of other drugs, etc.  For example, several 
aminoglycoside-type antibiotics are dose-limited by kidney damage.  Using 
Vista’s System, the physician would titrate up the dose of such antibiotics 
to the point where early markers of kidney damage begin to rise in the 
blood such as Kim1 and Gal1 and then slight reduce the subsequent dose.  
This is possible only if the physician has real-time, continuous data 
showing the levels of plasma Kim1 and/or Gal1. Vista seeks a variety of 
partners who can help expedite continuous blood preparation or who wish 
to continuously monitor certain biomarkers. Please contact Vista if you 
wish to co-develop these capabilities. 
 

iii) Development of NanoBioSensorTM System for tissue culture or bio-
reactor applications. If components of a tissue culture or bio-reactor can 
be detected by mAB’s (or certain other capture molecules), they can 
probably be continuously monitored by Vista’s NanoBioSensorTM. Because 
the output of Vista’s detection system is an electrical signal, it easily lends 
itself to incorporation into feedback control systems that maintain one or 
more tissue culture or bio-reactor constituents within allowed ranges.  Such 
feedback systems could also be incorporated into patient or animal 
treatment to maintain homeostasis.  If your organization runs bioreactors or 
tissue cultures where continuous monitoring or feedback control would be 
beneficial, Vista would like to work with you to develop such systems.  We 
would also like to work with groups who would benefit from feed-back 
systems in animals or human subjects.   

 

iv) Development of kinetic and thermodynamic tools for drug candidate 
analysis. As described in the ‘Vignette’ attached as an Appendix, Vista’s 
NanoBioSensorTM System has the ability to provide powerful kinetics and 
thermodynamics information almost immediately.  Vista has only scratched 
the surface of this enormous potential. We have looked mainly at 
antibody:antigen interactions and have not explored ligand:receptor or 
enzyme:substrate interactions.  This technology could be used to 
differentiate between multiple mAB’s that bind the same target molecule or 
to study competing agonists and antagonists much more rapidly.  It could 
also be used in certain enzymatic reactions to characterize interactions 
with various substrates and inhibitors.  One obvious application is the rapid 
assessment of multiple competing mAB’s and fAB’s that might be used as 
drugs.  Vista would like to work with groups who are creating mAB’s to be 
used as drugs.  We would also like to work with software companies that 
provide enzyme analysis and/or SAR capabilities to help us maximize the 
enormous potential of our System. 

 

v) Development of transcript and protein co-measurement capabilities.  
As noted above, it may be feasible to monitor gene transcripts and proteins 
in the same sample.  The ability to correlate transcription with translation 
from the same sample would provide powerful evidence for the validity of 
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transcription changes being directly related to protein changes. Vista seeks 
partners who have an interest in showing the direct relevance of 
transcription to outcomes.  

 

vi)  
Optimization of Kidney Dialysis: The typical hemodialysis patient is 

dialyzed three to five hours per session, three times per week.   At present, 

the ‘adequacy’ of each session is defined grossly as a urea reduction (pre-

dialysis BUN – post-dialysis BUN) and patients suffer from treatment-

limiting side effects with enormous variability. Nephrologists agree that if 

tools were available to continuously monitor biomarkers of dialysis 

adequacy and toxicity on a real-time basis, this would represent a critical 

advancement in patient care. Vista’s technology is ideal for monitoring 

biomarkers of sufficiency and toxicity during dialysis.  If your organization 

has an interest in exploring this opportunity, please contact us. 
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Vista Contact Information 

If you or someone in your organization would like to purchase any of Vista’s 

NanoBioSensorTM System products please submit a filled-in Order Form on page 

9 above by e-mail or fax (both given below). To discuss contract testing, custom 

product formation or to learn more about Vista’s technology and business 

development opportunities, please contact Vista or visit our website at: 

www.vistatherapeutics.com 

You can contact us through our website or you can contact one or more of us as 

follows. 

info@vistatherapeutics.org 

To contact Spencer Farr, Ph.D. Vista’s CSO use: 

Spencer@vistatherapeutics.org 

To contact Sam Hickens, Ph.D. Vista’s Director of Informatics and the coordinator 

of this effort: 

Sam@vistatherapeutics.org 

 

Our address and phone number are: 

Vista Therapeutics, Inc. 

3900 Paseo del Sol 

Santa Fe, NM 87507 

505-474-3143 

Fax: 505-820-2772 

 

 

http://www.vistatherapeutics.com/
mailto:info@vistatherapeutics.org
mailto:Spencer@vistatherapeutics.org
mailto:Sam@vistatherapeutics.org

